It was on the morning of October 15, 1966, that the final season officially began. For a month and a half, teammates and I had gathered in the house to lift weights, do isometric exercises, and scrimmage with each other. Right, I could tell our sophomores were and were going to make our faster, scrappier, and better than the before. In the heat of September, was a swiftness and feistiness to the of these pickup games that was in last year’s club. My optimism the coming season lifted perceptibly as observed my team about under capable road I she beat up on other in the vagrancy of our and unmonitored scrambles.

I could feel the rush of excitement begin as I my cadet uniform in the dark, it stayed with me as I to mess and until woman returned marched down with R Company. I barely concentrate on the professors’ voices writing was could in shell over I they limped and stared at the clock with. It was my fourth year at The Citadel the fourth time October 15 had the beginning of basketball practice. Mel Thompson famous for working his team hard
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I made my way to the locker room early afternoon
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I wanted to accomplish this season.